MOTHERCARE PREPARATORY SCHOOLS
REVISION WORK III – 2020
P.2 READING
Name: _____________________________ Stream: ____________
WEEK ONE
Exercise 1
Theme: Our School and Neighbourhood.
1.

2.

Use the sound spellings to fill in the gaps.
ck

oo

ch

fl

ee

or

er

oa

st

ea

signpo____

n____r

wat_____

unif____m

bla_____

____ag

tr_____

____age

f_____d

brand____

Circle the silent sound.
signpost
badge
butcher
Exercise 2

1.

Write these words correctly.
irach

=
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2.

bleta

=

_____________________

rybrali

=

_____________________

skde

=

_____________________

llba

=

_____________________

Study the picture of the school below and answer the questions
in full sentences.
Mothercare Preparatory School

P.5

P.6A

P.6B

Store

P.1

P.2

P.3

P.4

Headteacher’s
office

1.
2.

Staffroom

Questions:
What is the name of the school?
___________________________________________________________
In which class are you?
___________________________________________________________
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

How many classes can you see?
___________________________________________________________
Where is the tree?
___________________________________________________________
Does the school have a store?
___________________________________________________________
What is the name of your headteacher?
___________________________________________________________
In which district is your school?
___________________________________________________________
Why do you go to school?
___________________________________________________________
What is your name?
___________________________________________________________
Exercise 3

A.

Change the first sound and write a new word.
fight
pen
gun
map
hat

B.

=
=
=
=
=

light
________________
________________
________________
________________

Complete the sentences correctly.
a) A head teacher ___________________________
b) A teacher _____________________________ pupils.
c) A nurse ________________________________ sick pupils.
d) A cook _________________________ for the pupils.
e) A cleaner _________________ the classrooms and compound.
f) A ____________________________ collects school fees.
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g) A ___________________________ write letters and circulars.
h) A ___________________________ looks after the library books.
i) A ____________________________ opens and shuts the gate.
j) A prefect _________________________discipline in the school.
C.

I have four legs, you sit on me.

Who am I _____________________________________
Exercise 4
1.

Fill in /ai/English spelling and read the word.
afr____d
p____n
br____n
r_____n
p____d

2.

Write the first sound for the picture.

_________________
_____________

_________________
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3.

Write the /ai/word to name the picture.

_______________

________________

_______________
4.

Sister Cissy sells sea shells on the sea shores.
Question:
Who sells sea shells on the sea shores?
____________________________________________________________
Exercise 5

1.

Read these phrases and draw good pictures.

a) a big train

c) a sailing boat

b) a dog with a chain.

d) a railway
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2.

a) Circle the ai spelling in the given words.
chain

brain

pail

faint

rain
stain

b) Underline the words with ai spellings.
Cut your finger nails short.
I like painting pictures.
My head is paining.
I saw a snail.

WEEK TWO
Exercise 1
1.

Read the story and answer the questions.
THE BRAINS
The brain is inside the skull. The brain helps me to think. When I
read my brain reads. It is like soft cotton on a long spine. In
class, I use my brain a lot. God made me to have a brain to
think nice things. I will take care of my brain.
Questions:
a) The brain is inside the ___________________________________
b) _____________________________ made me to have a brain.
c) The brain is like soft _____________________________
d) It is on a long ______________________________
e) Write five words with oa spelling.
1. __________________________ 2. __________________________
3. __________________________ 4. __________________________
5. __________________________
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2.

I take petrol before I can move.
I have four wheels.
What am I? ___________________________________________

Exercise 2

1.

Fill in ay and read the word.

d
m
pl
2.

______________
_______________
_______________

_________________
_________________
_________________

Form words from the table.

p
l
a
y
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
3.

tr
pr
p

r
a
y
s

a
w
a
y

y
z
m
t

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Make good sentences.
playing: __________________________________________________
lay

: __________________________________________________

pray

: __________________________________________________

tray

: __________________________________________________
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4.

Answer correctly.
I have wagons I move on rail only.
What am I?
_____________________________________________________________
I grow in swamps, I am used to weave baskets.
What am I?
_____________________________________________________________
Exercise 3

1.

Read the story and circle the words with ay spelling.
Mr. Monday had a hen. It lays eggs every day. He used to
collect the eggs and put them on a tray. One day his children
were playing, accidentally they knocked the tray and all the
eggs were broken.
Questions:
a) List down ay spelling words from the story.
_________________________________________________________
b) Who had a hen in the story?
_________________________________________________________
c) What used to lay eggs?
_________________________________________________________
d) Where did he use to put the eggs?
_________________________________________________________
e) Draw Mr. Monday collecting eggs.
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Exercise 4
1.

2.

Fill in er English spelling sounded as a
a)

moth

-

________________________

b)

fath

-

________________________

c)

sist

-

________________________

d)

broth

-

________________________

Read and draw good pictures.
a) She is cooking food.

b) He is sweeping the compound.

c) The woman is carrying a pot.
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d) He is digging.

3.

Join the sound and make words.
sp-oo-n

=

__________________________

st-oo-l

=

__________________________

br-oo-m

=

__________________________

s-au-ce-p-a-n =

__________________________

ke-ttle

=

__________________________

ch-ai-r

=

__________________________

4.

Answer correctly.
I live in the sky, I give off light and heat.
Who am I?
__________________________________________________________

1.

Complete the words below.
ba __ __ et

cupb __ __ rd

rad___ ___

televi___ ___ ___n

____ate

c___ ___ker

f___ ___ewood

m___ ___ t

charc ___ ____ l
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2.

Make good sentences.

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

________________________________________

Exercise 5
1.

Write true or false.
a) A father heads a family. ________________________________
b) A mother teaches children. _____________________________
c) Children fetch water and firewood. ______________________
d) A mother cooks food. ___________________________________

2.

Read and complete correctly.
A place where cars are kept is a __________________________.
A room where we sleep is a _______________________________.
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A room where we cook food is a __________________________.
A room where we ease ourselves is a ______________________.
A room where we bathe from is a _________________________.
A room where we wash and hang our clothes is a
_______________________________.
3.

Recite the Rhyme and answer correctly.
God made man. Man made money. Money which man
made, made man mad.
What made man mad?

WEEK THREE
Exercise 1
1.

2.

Write words for the spellings given.
er

=

______________________________

ur

=

______________________________

or

=

______________________________

ar

=

______________________________

ir

=

______________________________

Underline o sound in the words given.
walk
goat
hot
draw
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3.

Circle the words with a sound in the given sentences.
a) A doctor treats sick people.
b) What does a farmer do?
c) A nurse cares for patients.
d) He was a fishmonger.
Exercise 2

1. Complete the sentences correctly.
a) Jackline is _______________________

b) Joshua is _______________________

c) James is _________________________

c) Jasmine is _______________________
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Now answer these questions about the pictures above.
Questions:
a) What is Jackie doing in the picture?
________________________________________________________
b) Who is building a house?
________________________________________________________
c) I can see Jasmine digging in picture _____________________
d) What is James doing?
________________________________________________________
e) What is the picture composition about?
________________________________________________________
f) Where do you think James will take fish?
_________________________________________________________
Exercise 3
1.

Complete these blends/syllables.
tha, the , _____, _____, ______

2.

Form words for the syllables.
____________________
tha

____________________
____________________
____________________

the

____________________
____________________
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____________________
thi

____________________
____________________

3.

Fill in correctly with ‘th’ words.
a) We wear ____________________ to be warm.
b) It is good to say “__________________________ you”.
c) He _________________________the ball over the fence.
d) There is a ____________________forest near our home.

4.

Recite the rhyme and answer the question.
Tick - tack, Tick tack. Tell the time tick-tack, Tick tack, Ten past
two.
What is the time?
_____________________________________________________________
Exercise 4

1.

Write words with these sounds/spellings.
tr
oo
sh
m

2.

:
:
:
:

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

st
s
b
p

:
:
:
:

___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

Write these correctly.
oolsch

__________________

nep

_____________________

gebad

__________________

llagevi _____________________

cherlea __________________
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3.

Read and draw.
a) The mangoes are in the basket.

b) Sarah has a banana.

c) He is eating food.

d) The glass of water is on the table.
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e) I can see three oranges.

f) The flower is in the pot.

Exercise 5
1.

Write correct sentences about the pictures.

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

________________________________________
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_______________________________________

_______________________________________

2.

Read the poem and answer the questions about it in full
sentences.
Family
Father!
Father!
My dear father
He pays school fees
He buys clothes for me.
Mother!
Mother!
My most loved mother
She cooks food for me.
She bathes me every day.
Sister and brother
You wash clothes for me
You also fetch water
You are my most loved family.
Tracy P.2
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Questions:
a) What is the poem about?
_________________________________________________________
b) Who wrote the poem?
_________________________________________________________
c) In which class is the writer?
_________________________________________________________
d) What does the writer do?
__________________________________________________________
e. Who cooks food for the writer?
__________________________________________________________
f.

Who washes clothes?
__________________________________________________________
-End-
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